


The given sentence has been broken into four parts. The error, if 

any, will be in one part of the sentence. Select the option which 

contains the error-less combination. If all are correct, mark Option 

5 as your answer.



British colonial policy gone through two policy (A)/ phases, or at least 

there were two strategies (B)/between which its policies actually 

oscillated, (C)/sometimes to its great advantage. (D)/ No error(E)

1. ABC

2. ABD

3. BCD

4. ACD

5. No error



Because their bodies are warmer(A)/ than the surrounding air, heat 

gradually(B)/ radiates outward over time, moving form a (C)/ 

warmer material to a colder one. (D)/ No error (E)

1. ABC

2. BCD

3. ABD

4. ACD

5. No error



With Casper and Glossier(A)/ venturing into new product(B/) 

ranges, their regular customers start loosing trust(C)/ in the 

companies and their products. (D)/ No error(E)

1. ABD

2. ACD

3. ABC

4. BCD

5. All are correct



The annual sales of companies that (A)/ hired lifestyle influencers 

on (B)/ Instagram for marketing there products was (C)/ 40% less 

than those that did not. (D)/ No error (E).

1. ABD

2. ABC

3. BCD

4. ACD

5. No error



For start-ups that promise (A)/ accessible simplicity, there very 

(B)/ structure still might eventually push (C)/ them toward 

overwhelming variety.(D)/ No error(E)

1. BCA

2. BCD

3. ABD

4. ACD

5. No error



The empowerment felt by purchasers(A)/ in buying a 

commodity were directly (B)/ proportional to the number of 

options(C)/ they could choose from. (D)/ No error(E)

1. ABC

2. BCD

3. ACD

4. ABD

5. No error



In the given question, a sentence is given with a part of it missing 

and represented by a blank. Choose the phrase that can be placed 

in the given blank to make a meaningful and grammatically 

correct sentence.



It must be remembered that the Galwan clash,___________after an 

agreement to disengage

1. in which India lost 20 soldiers, occur immediately

2. in which India lost 20 soldiers, occurred immediately

3. in which India loss 20 soldiers, occurred immediately

4. in which India lost 20 soldiers, occurred immediate

5. India in which lost 20 soldiers, occurred immediately



Artificial intelligence can be used to automate the enforcement 

process __________ the rules.

1. for anyone preparing

2. for anyone breaching

3. for anyone inundating

4. for anyone improving

5. None of these



International law allows many of our freedoms __________ in 

response to a public health emergency.

1. to be emancipated

2. to be collected

3. to be cancelled

4. to be restricted

5. None of these



New technology can enable surveillance__________ scale, using 

everything from CCTV to our mobile phone data.

1. at a slow 

2. at a predictable

3. at an unprecedented 

4. at an indelible

5. None of these



Given below is a word, followed by three sentences which consist 

of that word. Identify the sentence(s) which best express(es) the 

meaning of the word. Choose option 5 ‘None of these’ if the word 

is not suitable in any of the sentences.



RESCIND

A. They demanded that the State Government rescind its decision and 

name the flyover after a freedom fighter from Karnataka.

B. In fact, it is because the institutional news media is no longer seen as an 

arbitrator of the ‘real news’ — having lost credibility due to rescind and 

motivated reporting — that fake news has been able to thrive now.

C. The Supreme Court also directed the Central Government to rescind the 

embargo on command appointments for women officers.

1. Both A and C

2. Both A and B

3. Only B

4. Both B and C

5. None of these



VERACITY

A. With India importing more than two-thirds of its oil from West Asia, a price 

surge is expected to impact the current account and will result in further currency 

veracity as was the case on Monday.

B. The veracity of answers given are matters of utmost importance and rules permit 

correction of inaccuracies by the Minster concerned.

C. The Saudi-led military campaign, buttressed with logistics support from the U.S. 

and the U.K., has only brought a veracity in Yemen while escalating the conflict to 

include energy supply targets that the world had imagined to be secure.

1. Both A and C                 5.  None of these

2. Only C

3. Only B

4. Both A and B



SURMISE

A. The surmise of the current imbroglio can be traced to the 1930s when North Yemen’s Imam 

ceded to the resurgent Kingdom of Saudi Arabia three provinces that many Yemenis still 

considered theirs.

B. It is easy to surmise that his contention that the Quad operations are needed to ensure there is no 

fear of any other nation singularly trying to dominate the oceans, is a veiled reference to China.

C. Add to this Russian concerns over Chinese migration in the Russian Far East, and it would not 

be proper to surmise that policymakers in Moscow must be concerned about the possibility of 

China becoming a threat to Russia’s territorial integrity.

1. Only B

2. Both A and C

3. Only A

4. Both B and C

5. None of these



In the passage given below there are 5 blanks, each followed by a 

word given in bold. Each blank has four alternative words given in 

options (1), (2), (3) and (4). You have to tell which word will best suit 

the respective bank. Mark (5) as your answer if the word given in bold 

after the blank is your answer i.e. No improvement required.



The government announced more relief and __ (A) __[stringent] measures on 

Tuesday. Much like the previous ones, these are over-indexed on guaranteed credit 

schemes. It isn’t difficult to see why the government prefers these over direct cash 

transfers, which will have an impact on the fiscal deficit. Not everyone ___ (B) 

__[Whose] avails credit through the various schemes the government has announced 

since last May will default; those who have been really ___ (C) ___[Infected] by the 

pandemic will, and for them, the scheme will pretty much function like a cash transfer 

— except that the impact on the __ (D) __[Fiscal] deficit will be delayed, and 

hopefully come at a time when the economy is in better shape. Seen thus, the targeted 

credit schemes, including the one for the tourism sector and tour guides, or that for 

micro-finance companies, takes ___ (E) ___[Over] a new meaning.



The government announced more relief and __ (A) __[stringent] 

measures on Tuesday. Much like the previous ones, these are 

over-indexed on guaranteed credit schemes. 

Select the most appropriate option to fill in blank number A.

1. Pervasive

2. Stimulus

3. Turgid

4. Harsh

5. No improvement required



Not everyone ___ (B) __[Whose] avails credit through the various 

schemes the government has announced since last May will 

default; 

Select the most appropriate option to fill in blank number B.

1. Who

2. Whom

3. Where

4. That

5. No improvement required



those who have been really ___ (C) ___[Infected] by the pandemic will, 

and for them, the scheme will pretty much function like a cash transfer 

— except that the impact on the __ (D) __[Fiscal] deficit will be delayed, 

and hopefully come at a time when the economy is in better shape. 

Select the most appropriate option to fill in blank number C.

1. Effected

2. Dictated

3. Affected

4. Determined

5. No improvement required



those who have been really ___ (C) ___[Infected] by the pandemic will, 

and for them, the scheme will pretty much function like a cash transfer 

— except that the impact on the __ (D) __[Fiscal] deficit will be delayed, 

and hopefully come at a time when the economy is in better shape. 

Select the most appropriate option to fill in blank number D.

1. Economy

2. Geography

3. Government

4. Physical

5. No improvement required



Seen thus, the targeted credit schemes, including the one for the 

tourism sector and tour guides, or that for micro-finance 

companies, takes ___ (E) ___[Over] a new meaning. 

Select the most appropriate option to fill in blank number E.

1. Up 

2. On

3. After

4. Aback

5. No improvement required



In the following question, one phrase has been printed in bold. 

Select the correct meaning of the phrase from the options given 

below.



When the teacher asked him a question about the subject, he 

was at sea.

1. To be confused.

2. Near the sea.

3. To be conscious.

4. To be clearheaded.

5. A voyage on the ocean.



The criminal's tendency to use his own cell phone to conduct 

business was the chink in the armor the police needed to put him 

in jail.

1. A minor but very detrimental flaw or weakness

2. Strong point or talent

3. Core competency 

4. A major flaw or weakness

5. None of the above



Below, a set of eight statements is given, out of which the first 

sentence, given in bold, is fixed. The rest are jumbled in any random 

order. Out of the remaining seven statements, one does not belong to 

the passage. Rearrange the remaining sentences in the correct order 

and then answer the questions.



A. The difference between communism and 

socialism is not conveniently clear-cut.

B. In a pure communist society, the government 

provides most or all food, clothing, housing and 

other necessities based on what it considers the 

needs of the people. 

C. By contrast, under socialism, all citizens share 

equally in all economic resources as allocated by 

a democratically-elected government. 

D. The two terms are often used interchangeably, 

but these economic and political theories are not 

the same.

E. Also, in both communism and socialism, the 

people own the factors of economic production.

F. Both communism and socialism are similar in that 

that they arose from protests against the exploitation 

of the working class during the Industrial Revolution.

G. The main difference is that under communism, 

most property and economic resources are owned and 

controlled by the state.

H. While applications of their economic and social 

policies vary, several modern countries—all 

ideologically opposed to capitalism—are perceived 

as either communist or socialist.



What will be the correct sequence of the sentences after 

rearrangement?

1. ADFEGCH 

2. FEAGCHD

3. BCHDEAG

4. DHCABGE

5. EHCADGB



Which of the following sentences does not belong in the 

given passage?

1. H

2. F

3. B

4. D

5. E



In the following questions two columns are given. In column-I 

three sentences are given, each of them consists a blank which 

may or may not be filled with sentence or word provided in 

column-II. You are required to fill the blanks in the sentence to 

make it meaningful and grammatically correct. 



Column-I Column-II

(E) I wish I _____ an astronaut!  (i) was   

(F) While he was in office his friends 

_______ a surprise party for him. (ii) is not working 

(G) He bought a new bike because                         (iii) planned    

the old one _______

1. E-(i) only

2. F-(iii) only

3. G-(ii) only

4. E-(i), F-(iii) and G-(ii)

5. None of these.



Column-I Column-II

(E) Ronaldo was part of the Portugal                            (i) since     

team that _______ Euro 2016.

(F) Investigators suspect that a gulf state                      (ii) a high hand

has been influencing economical and political 

decisions of the parliament___ seven months now. 

(G) The new president rules the country with_____      (iii) had won                                                                                    

1. E-(i) only

2. F-(iii) only

3. G-(ii) only

4. E-(i), F-(iii) and G-(ii)

5. None of these.



Read the passage given below and answer the questions that 

follow by choosing the correct/most appropriate options: 



The revenue of fantasy gaming platforms during Indian Premier League (IPL) 

cricket matches rose 24% from a year earlier to over 28 billion rupees ($342 

million) with over 61 million users participating, a report by the Redseer

consultancy said. Fantasy gaming apps gained popularity in India during the 

pandemic. Many new companies entered the market to cash in on cricket's 

popularity and have launched virtual leagues and contests in other sports such 

as soccer. The IPL, one of the most followed sporting events in India, held 

matches from mid-March to end-May, attracting millions of viewers, while 

gaming app players launched their own virtual contests. "Playing fantasy sports 

is becoming a craze in the country," said Saurian Chachan, director, of Redseer

strategic consultancy, noting 35% to 50% of the revenue of fantasy sports 

platforms was driven by IPL matches.



Last week, fantasy gaming company Dream11 won a three-year contract 

to become a lead sponsor of India's national cricket team for three years, 

replacing educational technology firm Byju's after the end of a contract 

in March. With betting illegal in India, unlike in many countries, 

Chachan said fantasy sports apps were promoted as "a game of skill", 

offering chances to win big cash prizes, based on the knowledge of the 

game. Over the past five IPL seasons since 2019, fantasy gaming apps 

have seen a compound annual growth of 18% of cash users every year, 

while total market revenue in the same period has crossed over $1 

billion, according to industry estimates.



What is the central theme of the passage?

1. Fantasy sports apps offer a legal alternative to traditional betting in India, positioning 

themselves as skill-based games that allow users to win significant cash prizes.

2. Dream11's contract as the lead sponsor of India's national cricket team signifies the 

growing influence and market dominance of fantasy gaming companies in the sports 

industry.

3. There is a significant growth in the popularity and financial success of fantasy gaming 

platforms, particularly during the Indian Premier League cricket matches in India.

4. The COVID-19 pandemic played a role in boosting the demand for fantasy sports 

apps as people sought entertainment and engagement while staying at home.

5. Fantasy sports apps in India have inaccurately positioned themselves as games of 

chance, offering participants the opportunity to win substantial cash prizes based on 

luck rather than their game knowledge.



Which of the following sentence(s) can be inferred from the given passage?

A. The COVID-19 pandemic played a significant role in boosting the 

popularity of fantasy gaming platforms in India.

B. The Indian Premier League (IPL) cricket matches serve as a major 

revenue driver for fantasy sports platforms.

C. The growth of fantasy gaming apps in India has attracted new companies 

looking to capitalize on the country's sports enthusiasm.

1. Only A

2. Both A & B

3. Both B & C

4. Only C

5. All A, B & C



Which of the following sentence(s) is true/false according to the given passage?

A. The revenue of fantasy gaming platforms in India witnessed a 24% increase 

during the Indian Premier League (IPL) cricket matches.

B. "Betting is legal in India, unlike in many other countries, Chachan said 

fantasy sports apps were promoted as a game of skill."

C. Dream11 won the three-year contract to sponsor India's national cricket team 

due to its exceptional performance during the IPL matches.

1. A & C are true, while only C is false

2. A is true, while B & C are false

3. All A, B, and C are true

4. Both A & B are true, while C is false

5. All A, B, and C are false



What is the tone of the passage?

1. Informative and positive

2. Satirical

3. Informative and humorous

4. Informative and negative

5. Critical



Which of the following sentence(s) is correct about the Indian Premier 

League (IPL) cricket matches?

A. The Indian Premier League (IPL) cricket matches are the most followed 

sporting events in the world.

B. The Indian Premier League (IPL) cricket matches are held from mid-March to 

end-May, attracting millions of viewers.

C. The Indian Premier League (IPL) cricket matches allow betting, similar to 

many other countries.

1. Only A

2. Only C

3. Both A & B

4. Only B

5. Both B & C
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